Nancy’s Surprise Birthday Party

Last Sunday was Nancy’s birthday. She held a party at home and she invited all her friends and relatives to join the party.

When Andy arrived at Nancy’s house, he gave a cake that he bought from the bakery.

“Thanks! I bet the cake would be marvelous!” said Nancy.

When it was time to cut the cake, Nancy went into her bedroom and changed into a beautiful pink dress with colourful sequins that matched the rainbow-coloured balloons perfectly. Everyone cheered and crowded around Nancy, waiting for her to open the cake box.

Suddenly, Nancy screamed. There were two cockroaches on the cake! Everyone started to panic and Nancy’s house was soon in chaos. Only Bobby laughed and he laughed so much that his stomach hurt.

Everyone stood in silence. Bobby figured out that if he stayed, he would get caught. As quiet as a mouse, he held his breath and started to creep away. Someone spotted him and shouted, “Bobby is behind all these! Get him!” Then, all the children charged at his direction noisily, just like a stampede.

One of the biggest and toughest children, Christopher, grabbed Bobby by the scuff of his neck and made him apologize to Nancy. As punishment, Bobby had to buy another cake for Nancy, and this time… with no cockroaches.

This story tells us not to play tricks on others, or else we will be punished.